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Terminus Technicus
DOY: day of year; value range = [1, 365] (ignore 29th Feb)
TD: target day for which the analogon is sought for; value range = the whole time
range of the data for which analogons are needed (i.e. GCM time range)
ADy(TD): analogon date y for the TD; represents the yth analogon for the
corresponding TD in the form of a datetime object (backend integer); Note: if GCM
data is used, the TD time range is different from the one where analogons are found: TD time range (GCM
data), analogon time range (Reanalysis data)

D: days: how many days in each direction around the DOY are considered in the
search for the analogon
Pool: corresponds to the time range spanned by the DOY ± D (over all years)
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Terminus Technicus
EOF(DOY, n, f): nth EOF pattern for the day of year DOY and the variable f
dim for one DOY: grid point space x number of EOFs x number of variables
PCs(DOY, n, t): Principal Component time series (time coefficients) for the day of
year DOY, the corresponding EOF pattern n and the time t
dim for one DOY: number of EOFs x time
Pseudo-PCs(n, TD): Pseudo Principal Component time series (project_Field) for
the day DOY, the corresponding EOF pattern n and the time t
dim for one DOY: number of EOFs x time
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Preprocessing f.ea. parameter
Calculate normed daily anomalies of the input fields for the given region:
The anomalies shall be calculated with respect to an undisturbed/stationary state if possible (note: usually
not possible for reanalysis data due to time range).

●
●
●
●

To increase the pool of colineary states, use a window (D) around each
corresponding DOY.
Calculate the mean field for the given DOY ± D over 30 specified years
(usually the earliest 30 y) resulting in 365 mean fields (dim: gridpoint space).
Use the full time and spatial range for each DOY to calculate the standard
deviation for the normalization, resulting in 365 scalars.
Divide anomalies with the corresponding standard deviation (or variance) for
the same DOY.
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Preprocessing f.ea. parameter
raw data

full time range t=365*years

tx

normed anomalies = anom/norm
(for the same DOY)

= gridpoint space

tx

DOY ± D
mean “climate” field

anomalies = raw - mean
norm (std f(DOY))

365 x

tx
365 x SCALAR
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EOF-Analysis
●

●
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For each DOY, an EOF-Analysis is conducted, where the DOY ± D for each
year is included in the pool. If a multivariate analysis (multiple variables) is
considered, the aforementioned tasks need to be executed for both variables
separately (preprocessing).
As a first step, use explained variance > 90% as truncation criteria to
determine the number of EOFs.
Interpolate the data to be downscaled onto the EOF-grid (Reanalysis grid).
Project the field for each TD (data to be downscaled) onto the EOFs from the
corresponding DOY (project_field) to generate a set of Pseudo-PCs
Save all EOFs, PCs, EV (Eigenvalues), expl. Variances, Pseudo-PCs
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EOF-Analysis
Results for each DOY (i.e. total size = *365):
EOFs (number of EOFs n,
number of variables f)

= pool time range, vector with size
(2*D + 1)*years
(Note: years-1 for cross-valid.)

fxnx

PCs

Eigenvalues

explained Variance

Pseudo-PCs

nx

n x scalar

n x scalar

nxt
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Determine Norm
First of all, the similarity measure used in the search has to be determined. Recall
the general formula where we will use 1 for the weights:

For every TD the Norm is calculated between the corresponding Pseudo-PC and
PC time series for the same DOY.
Results for each TD =

(pool range; (2*D + 1)*years)
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Search for Analoga
A simple Argmin routine to find the index of the corresponding Analogon for each
TD. Additionally a specified number of Analoga (e.g. y=10) can be found and used,
instead of only one. For a more sophisticated approach, one can regress the y
smallest Norms of respective Analoga and use the coefficients to regress the
downscaled fields from.
For a straightforward implementation, take the local scale variable field (usually
some kind of observational dataset) corresponding to the found index and save
the field variables as the downscaled data for the TD in your prefered way (e.g.
with xarray, iris as .nc files).
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Thank you very much for your attention and participation!
Georg will start the tutorial next time (i.e. 20190319)
(I’ll be on business travel)

